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Tractable Dataflow Analysis for Distributed 
Systems 
Shing Chi Cheung and Jeff Kramer 
Abstract-Automated behavior analysis is a valuable technique 
in the development and maintainence of distributed systems. In 
this paper, we present a tractable dataflow analysis technique 
for the detection of unreachable states and actions in distributed 
systems. The technique follows an approximate approach de- 
scribed by Reif and Smolka, but delivers a more accurate result 
in assessing unreachable states and actions. The higher accuracy 
is achieved by the use of two concepts: action dependency and 
history sets. Although the technique does not exhaustively detect 
all possible errors, it detects nontrivial errors with a worst-case 
complexity quadratic to the system size. It can be automated 
and applied to systems with arbitrary loops and nondeterministic 
structures. The technique thus provides practical and tractable 
behavior analysis for preliminary designs of distributed systems. 
This makes it an ideal candidate for an interactive checker in 
software development tools. The technique is illustrated with case 
studies of a pump control system and an erroneous distributed 
program. Results from a prototype implementation are presented. 
Zndex Terms-Distributed systems, dataflow analysis, labeled 
transition systems, static analysis, program verification, 
distributed software engineering, synchronous communicating 
systems and reachability analysis 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A .  Motivation 
EHAVIOR analysis is a useful process at all stages in B the software life cycle. It can be used to reveal software 
design defects and to check if the system performs as intended. 
It is a crucial software engineering discipline for building 
high-quality software. Concurrent and distributed software is 
generally more complex than its sequential counterpart. This 
complexity makes the use of behavior analysis even more 
crucial. Furthermore, for practical use, it is essential that the 
process of behavior analysis be supported by an effective and 
automated technique. 
Exhaustive behavior analysis is generally difficult because 
of the combinatorial state explosion problem, where the state 
space of a system increases exponentially with the system size 
[23]-[25]. To avoid this problem, more tractable but approx- 
imate techniques using dataflow analysis have been proposed 
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in recent literature [15], [21], [28]. In fact, approximate and 
exhaustive analysis techniques are complementary, and both 
should be supported in general [4]. 
In this paper, we present an approximate dataflow analysis 
technique for the detection of unreachable states and actions. 
The technique is capable of analyzing distributed systems with 
arbitrary loops and nondeterministic structures. It enhances 
a similar technique proposed by Reif and Smolka [21]. The 
enhancement results in a more accurate analysis of unreachable 
states and actions in concurrent systems. This is achieved by 
reducing the number of spurious execution traces accepted 
in the analysis, using two concepts: action dependency and 
history sets. 
The objective of the analysis is to provide behavior analysis 
of complex distributed systems at low computational costs. 
Although the analysis may not be exhaustive, it can detect 
nontrivial errors as demonstrated in the presented case studies. 
Such an analysis is particularly useful at early design stages, 
when specifications are likely to be tentative. These specifica- 
tions often contain errors that can be readily identified by using 
approximate analysis. More expensive exhaustive analysis can 
thus be deferred to a later design stage, when specifications 
are more stable and mature [4]. Since the dataflow analysis 
involves low computational costs, it is an ideal candidate for an 
on-line interactive check integrated into software development 
tools running on personal computers. 
Dataflow analysis was originally proposed as a technique 
for determining program properties to be exploited in the 
optimization phase of a compiler [SI. Traditionally, it is a 
technique for sequential systems. Recently, dataflow analysis 
has been adapted to verify synchronization errors and data- 
usage errors in distributed systems [ l l], [14]. Synchronization 
errors, such as deadlock and unreachability, are usually caused 
by communication anomalies. Data-usage errors are often 
caused by misuse of data .variables. They include errors 
in reading uninitialized variables or simultaneous!y updating 
a shared variable by parallel processes. In this paper, we 
concern ourselves with the use of dataflow analysis to detect 
synchronization errors. 
Dataflow analysis techniques for identifying synchroniza- 
tion errors usually abstracts away from the data values in 
the original programs. As a result, the abstraction captures 
only the control and communication structures of the system, 
yielding a set of communicating finite state machines. The 
labeled transition system is a popular model for abstracting 
behavior of processes in a distributed system. The behavior 
of each process is represented by a state transition diagram 
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whose transitions can be labeled by communicating actions. 
This state machine formalism is one of the oldest and best 
known for digital computing. It has been used extensively 
in specifications for software in academia and the software 
industry, because it provides a natural and graphical medium 
for describing the dynamic behavior of a complex system 
[17]. To simplify our analysis, the number of states in the 
state machine model is assumed to be finite. These state 
machines are often called finite state labeled transition systems 
(LTS). These LTS’s communicate with each other by using 
synchronous message passing. The communication semantics 
is similar to that used in CSP [7]. 
Most dataflow analysis techniques adopt an approximate 
approach; they compromise accuracy and generality for com- 
putational tractability. Thus, they either under- or overestimate 
the genuine synchronization anomalies. For instance, the tech- 
niques proposed by Reif [21] and Mercouroff El51 belong to 
the former, and those of Masticola [12] and Peng [ 191 belong 
to the latter. To avoid overwhelming software developers 
with numerous spurious error reports, the former approach is 
preferred and is adopted. In other words, the synchronization 
errors detected by the presented dataflow analysis algorithm 
actually occur in the distributed systems modeled by the LTS. 
B. Related Work 
Dataflow analysis of distributed systems has been studied 
by several researchers to analyze the synchronization structure 
of concurrent systems. Most dataflow analysis techniques 
adopt an approximate approach; they copromise accuracy and 
generality for computational tractability. In addition, they 
assume that the structure of the concurrent system being 
analyzed is global; i.e., the system does not contain any 
subsystems. 
Peng and Purushothaman [18] propose a polynomial 
dataflow analysis algorithm to verify the freedom from 
deadlock in a network of two communicating finite state 
machines. The behavior of these two communicating finite 
state machines is transformed into a set of dataflow equations. 
An approximate solution of these equations can be computed 
by using their proposed algorithm. This approximate solution 
can then be used to check freedom from nonprogress errors. 
The algorithm adopts a pessimistic approach such that the set 
of nonprogress errors detected is a superset of the genuine 
ones. The proposed algorithm requires construction of the 
composite state machine of the two communicating processes. 
The work is later extended to handle networks of multiple 
processes [ 191. However, the complexity of the extended 
algorithm is exponential to the system size. 
Masticola and Ryder [ 121, [ 131 suggest a polynomial al- 
gorithm to certify deadlock freedom for a class of Ada 
programs. An Ada program is transformed into a sync graph 
showing the control and synchronization structure of the 
program. Potential synchronization cycles in the sync graph 
are identified by using a polynomial algorithm. However, 
the algorithm is very pessimistic and may detect a huge 
number of potential synchronization cycles, most of which 
may not actually lead to deadlock. Therefore, it is crucial to 
reduce the number of spurious reports. To do that, several 
pattems of potential synchronization cycles that do not lead 
to deadlock are identified. These pattems can be checked 
by using polynomial algorithms. They show [I31 that the 
proposed algorithm can perform more than 20 times faster 
than traditional reachability analysis techniques in certifying 
deadlock freedom for three Ada programs, each of which 
contains more than 66 O00 states. 
Yang and Chung [28] propose an algorithm to check the 
feasibility of a given concurrency path in a terminating Ada 
program, based on several synchronization rules. Given a 
program of n concurrent tasks, a concurrency path is an n- 
tuple ( R I ,  e e - , &), where each Ri represents an execution 
path of each task in the program. A concurrency path is 
feasible if there is an execution of the program that causes 
each task Ti to traverse R;. The proposed algorithm can be 
used to identify a subset of genuinely infeasible concurrency 
paths in an Ada program that does not contains any of the 
following: 
1) select statements with an else part and delay altematives, 
2) conditional or timed entry call statements, 
3) dynamic created tasks, 
4) pairs of entries with the same name, 
5 )  select statements with two or more altematives for the 
same entry, and 
6) shared variables. 
Several synchronization rules are used to infer statically the 
partial orders among events in the Ri’s. These partial orders 
are expressed using a binary precedes relation. An event a pre- 
cedes b if and only if a occurs before b. The transitive closure 
of the precedes relation is then computed. The concurrency 
path is infeasible if there is any event preceding itself in the 
transitive closure. However, the number of concurrency paths 
to be examined increases exponentially with the number of 
select structures in the program. 
Duesterwald and Soffa [5] suggest a polynomial dataflow 
analysis technique to identify concurrent statements and detect 
“data races” in terminating Ada programs. An event is a 
particular execution of an Ada statement. The technique is 
an adaptation of an earlier work by Callahan et al. [ l ]  
for higher-level concurrent constructs. Partial orders among 
statements are extracted from the control and synchronization 
structures among concurrent tasks in an Ada program. These 
partial orders are captured’ using before and afer relations. 
A statement a happens before (or after) b if and only if 
all instances of a occur before (or after) those of b. Before 
and afer relations can be manipulated based on a set of 
dataflow formulas. Two statements are said to be concurrent 
to each other if they are not related by a before or after 
relation. Data race is said to occur when two statements 
are concurrent and both represent an assignment to a shared 
variable. The algorithm detects a superset of the genuine 
concurrent statements with complexity of O( N 3 ) ,  where N 
is program size. However, the algorithm is unsuitable for 
analyzing programs with loops. It is unlikely that statements 
in loops can be related by using the before (or afer)  relation, 
because this requires that all instances of one statement happen 
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before (or after) those of another. As a result, most of these 
statements are considered concurrent with each other. 
Reif and Smolka [21] suggest a linear dataflow analysis 
algorithm to detect unreachable statements for concurrent 
systems. The algorithm is a refinement of their previous 
work [22]. It assumes an asynchronous communication model 
similar to a bulletin board system where messages queuing at 
receiving ends are not deleted after their reception. In other 
words, a queued message can be received an infinite number 
of times. The algorithm identifies a subset of unreachable 
statements that are never executed in any possible execution 
of the system. A severe limitation of the algorithm is its poor 
accuracy in reporting unreachable statements for communica- 
tion models where messages queuing at the receiving ends are 
removed upon their reception. However, this kind of model is 
common to most concurrent Systems. 
Mercouroff [ 151 has proposed an algorithm to identify 
matching communication pairs based on their number of 
occurrences. The analysis assumes the following: 
1) no nested parallel composition, 
2) synchronous broadcast communication and 
3) that there is at most one communication channel across 
The algorithm captures every possible number of occurrences 
of a statement using a unique event counter. However, the 
number of event counters required increases rapidly with the 
number of nondeterministic structures. Instead of keeping all 
event counters, their values are approximately recorded using 
a lattice of arithmetic congruences. The analysis identifies 
a subset of communicating statements that can never match 
with any other statements. The complexity of the algorithm is 
sensitive to the choice of the congruence lattice, but the rules 
of choice are missing in the paper. In addition, there is a lack 
of detail describing how a lattice of arithmetic congruences 
might be automatically constructed. 
Generally, each technique has its pros and cons. The com- 
promises are usually made between three goals: generality, 
accuracy, and tractability. It is unlikely that there is a single 
method that can satisfy all three goals simultaneously. In 
this paper, we describe a tractable method that is sufficiently 
general for practical problems, and useful for a preliminary 
understanding of process behavior. An approach similar to that 
used by Reif and Smolka [21] is taken, because of its generality 
and tractability. Although our method does not reveal all 
possible synchronization errors in a system, it improves on 
the accuracy of their algorithm and is capable of identifying 
a number of errors that cannot easily be spotted manually. It 
is a cost-effective technique suitable for initial analysis of a 
design before submission to more rigorous but computationally 
expensive analysis methods, such as exhaustive reachability 
analysis or theorem provers. 
The paper is organized as follows. The LTS model together 
with some special terms are presented in Section 11. To 
facilitate understanding, the dataflow analysis algorithm is 
presented progressively in two steps. Initially, in Section 
111, we describe a preliminary version (Algorithm A) of the 
algorithm based on Reif's work [21]. Algorithm A detects 
each pair of processes. 
Fig. 1. An LTS description of a lamp switch. 
simple cycles in synchronization structures with a complexity 
linear to system size. Later, in Section IV, we show how 
to enhance Algorithm A by using action dependency and 
history sets. The enhancement leads to the final version of 
the dataflow analysis algorithm (Algorithm B). Algorithm B 
detects synchronization errors with a complexity quadratic to 
system size. The utility of the enhancements is illustrated 
with simple coffee machine examples. Each example describes 
a different erroneous protocol between a coffee machine 
and a user. Unreachable states and actions in the erroneous 
protocol can readily be detected using the enhanced dataflow 
anal ysis algorithm. In Sections V and VI, we illustrate the 
dataflow analysis technique using a pump control system and 
an erroneous distributed program. Section VI1 presents some 
performance results of a prototype implementation. Finally, 
conclusion and future work is presented in Section IX. 
11. PRELIMINARIES 
A.  Labeled Transition Systems (LTS) 
Intuitively, an LTS is a state transition diagram whose 
transitions are labeled by actions. It contains all the states 
that the process specified may reach, as well as all of the 
transitions it may perform. For instance, Fig. 1 represents an 
LTS describing a lamp, which can be either on or off. The 
lamp can go from on to off as the consequence of an external 
action consisting of pushing the switch button. Pushing the 
button again causes the opposite transition. 
Each class of interesting event in a process is labeled by a 
different action. An event is an occurrence of an action. Thus, 
there may be many events of the same class labeled by the 
same action. The set of actions that are considered relevant for 
a particular description of a process is called its alphabet. The 
alphabet is a permanent predefined property of a process. It is 
logically impossible for a process to perform an action outside 
its alphabet. For example, the process Lamp in Fig. 1 cannot 
perform an action, deliver money, because it is outside its 
singleton alphabet {pushswitch}. However, a process might 
never perform an action in its alphabet. The choice of an 
alphabet is essentially a deliberate simplification to make 
analysis practical. This simplification involves decisions to 
ignore many other properties and actions considered to be of 
lesser interest. 
The LTS computational model provides for synchronized 
interaction and communication as in CSP [7]. Communicating 
processes are synchronized through actions sharing the same 
labels. For example, let a represent the action in which a 
machine in a flexible manufacturing system transfers a part 
to a conveyor belt. The action a occurs only if the machine 
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is ready to hand over the part, and the conveyor belt is 
simultaneously prepared to receive the part. Thus, the action 
a requires simultaneous participation of both the processes 
involved, and a must be a possible action in the stand-alone 
behavior of each process. 
Formally, a labeled transition system T of a process P is a 
quadruple ( S ,  A, -+, P ) ,  where the following are true. 
1) S is a set of states. 
2) A = A’ U { T } ,  where A’ is a communicating alphabet 
of P that does not contain the intemal action 7. 
3) + C S x A x S ,  is a mapping from a state and an action 
onto another state. 
4) P is the initial state of the labeled transition system T .  
It is common in labeled transition systems to name a 
process by its initial state. 
A labeled transition system T = ( S ,  A. +, P )  is trans- 
formed into another labeled transition system T’ = (S ,  A. + 
, P’) with an action a E A if and only if (P ,  a, P‘) E -+. That 
is, we have the following: 
(S,A,+, P)-a + ( S .  A ,  -,P’) iff (P.a,  P’) E -+ 
For convenience, we use processes and their labeled transition 
systems interchangeably. Therefore, the above statement can 
be rewritten as follows: 
P-a-+P’ iff (P.a,P’) E + . 
A finite altemating sequence ( ( so ,uo , s l , a l  ... a,-l,s, ...)) 
of states of LTS T and actions of T is an execution sequence 
of T if SO is the initial state of T and s,-l-a, -+ s, are 
transitions of T [20]. For instance, the following sequence: 
(On,pushswirch. Off, pushswitch, O n ) ,  
is an execution sequence of the Lamp in Fig. 1. 
A trace of T is the sequence of communications obtained 
from an execution sequence by deleting the states of T and T 
actions. For example, the following sequence: 
(pushswitch, pushswitch). 
is a trace of the Lamp in Fig. 1. 
Processes in a concurrent system can be composed by an 
infix composition operator 1 1  similar to that used in CSP [7]. 
Intuitively, TI )I Tz is the parallel composition of LTS’s TI and 
Tz, with synchronization of the actions being common to both 
of their alphabets and interleaving of the others. The parallel 
composition TI 1 1  Tz of two LTS’s, TI = (SI, Al.  +I. 21) and 
TZ = (5’2. Az, -2. z2) ,  is defined as (S ,  A, +, z ) ,  where the 
following conditions exist. 
s = s1 x s2. 
A = A1 U Al. 
z = ( Z l r Z 2 ) .  
-+ is given by the following three transition rules: 
The rules state that if an action a is common to both 
alphabets A1 and Az, it must be executed synchronously by 
both processes; otherwise, it can be executed asynchrollously. 
In other words, an action a is jointly executed by all processes 
that contain a in their alphabets. 
B. Terms 
The term reachable is overloaded to cover both states and 
actions [21]. A state in an LTS is reachable if it can be attained 
by the LTS in some trace; otherwise, it is unreachable. An 
action in an LTS is reachable if it appears in some trace of 
the LTS; otherwise, it is unreachable. 
The algorithms in this paper offer a sound analysis of 
unreachability. An action or a state identified as unreachable 
by the algorithms implies that it can never be executed in 
the original system where the data values in the conditional 
variables are considered. If the unreachability of a state or 
an action cannot be determined, it is considered possibly 
reachable. Possibly reachable actions or states might not 
actually be executed or attainable in the original system. 
Accuracy of an algorithm in this paper is measured by its 
ability to detect unreachable states and actions. Let USs  and 
U A A ~  be the sets of unreachable states and actions detected by 
a sound algorithm X ,  and, similarly, let U S y  and UA’ for a 
sound algorithm Y .  Algorithm X delivers a higher accuracy 
than E’ in detecting the unreachability of states and actions 
(or, for short, X is more accurate than Y )  if X always detects 
more unreachable states and actions than Y does. That is, 
US’ C US“, and UA” C U A S .  
C .  Assumptions 
Like other dataflow analysis algorithms [ 191, [21], [22], 
[27], [28], the algorithm presented in this paper assumes that 
the systems to be analyzed have nonhierarchical structures. 
Therefore, all actions performed by each constituent LTS in 
the system are considered to be globally observable. 
Though it simplifies the analysis, this assumption does not 
undermine the generality of the dataflow algorithms. This 
assumption can be achieved by dissolving all component 
structures in the system being analyzed. On dissolving a 
component structure, actions in the component are made 
observable within the scopc of the enclosing system or com- 
ponent. If an unobservable action in the component being 
dissolved collides’ with an action in the scope of the enclosing 
system or component, this unobservable action is renamed 
before it is made observable to the enclosing system or 
component. 
Fig. 2 gives the intemal structure of a component B. In the 
figure, an action within a component is observable at a higher 
level if it appears on the component structure boundary (e.g., 
15); otherwise, it is unobservable (e.g., c). On demolishing the 
structure of component A, action a in component A is renamed 
to U’ before making it observable at level B. 
’ Two actions collide if they share the same action label, but actually refer 
to different communication actions that are not meant to be synchronized. 
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Fig. 4. Unreachable states and actions in system Z1 . 
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Fig. 3. System Z1--.4 coffee machine and an unacquainted user 
D. Notations 
To simplify our description, a transition s-a +s’ is written 
as 5 - a - d  when s is considered possibly reachable by the 
algorithm being discussed; it is written as s-a+s’ when both 
s and a are considered possibly reachable; and it is written as 
3-g-q’ when s, a,  and s’ are considered possibly reachable. 
111. ALGORITHM A 
PRELIMINARY DATAFLOW ANALYSIS ALGORITHM 
A. An Illustrative Example 
Consider a coffee machine system 21 comprising two 
processes, Machine and Userl, such that the following is true: 
21 = Machine 11 Userl. 
The Machine takes coins and then delivers sugar, milk, and 
coffee in sequence, as shown in Fig. 3. The machine is used, 
however, by an unacquainted user, Userl, who insists on 
inserting coins and then having milk, sugar, and coffee in 
sequence (Fig. 3). System 21 contains a simple cycle in the 
synchronization structure where the conditions exist: 
Sugar has to be delivered before milk as specified in LTS 
Milk has to be delivered before sugar as specified in LTS 
This synchronization error can be efficiently detected by 
Algorithm A, described below. The algorithm is an adaptation 
for synchronous, labeled transition systems from the work 
by Reif and Smolka [21], which employs an asynchronous 
communication system where a message at a receiving port 
can be received an infinite number of times. 
Machine. 
Userl. 
B.  Description of Algorithm A 
Algorithm A is given by the following three rules. 
Initialization: 
1) Initial states are possibly reachable. All actions, tran- 
sitions, and noninitial states in LTS’s are initially un- 
reachable. 
Fig. 5 .  A state transition g-a-+g’ in a global LTS G .  
Reachability Assertion: - . 
2) An action a is possibly reachable if all those LTS’s 
having a in their alphabets contain a transition s-a+ s’. 
3) For a transition S-a+s‘, state s’ is possibly reachable. 
For instance, states mO of Machine and u0 of User1 in Fig. 
3 have been initially identified as possibly reachable. Action 
coins appears in ahlachine and alJserl. The action coins is 
possibly reachable according to Rule (2), because there is a 
transition gz+coins--tml in Machine and @-coins4ul in 
Userl. By Rule (3), states m l  and u l  are possibly reachable. 
The algorithm terminates at this point, because there is no 
further action or state that can be deduced to be possibly 
reachable by Rule (2) or Rule (3). As a result, the algorithm 
reports as follows. 
States m2, m 3  of Machine and states ~ 2 , 2 1 3  of User1 are 
unreachable (Fig. 4); 
Actions sugar, milk and coffee are unreachable (see Fig. 
4). 
C .  Correctness 
Algorithm A offers a sound analysis of unreachability such 
that all actions and states identified as unreachable must be 
absent in the global LTS (reachability graph) of the system 
being analyzed. Suppose G = (TI11 ... IIT,) is a global LTS 
of the system consisting of processes T I ,  . . . , T,. G shows all 
reachable states and actions .of the system. 
Let g-a+g’ (Fig. 5 )  be a transition in G ,  and let a be 
present in aT1, . . . , aTk, but absent in aTk+l, . . . , cyTn for 
1 5 k 5 n. Also suppose T, is at state sa and si for 1 5 i 5 rt 
when G is at state g and g’, respectively. Clearly, s, = s: for 
k + l  5 i 5 n. 
A state s, of an LTS T, is reachable if and only if there 
exists a state g = (SI, . . . , s,, . . . , s,) in G. An action a is 
reachable if and only if there exists a transition g-a --+ g’ in 
G. The soundness of the analysis in concluding unreachability 
is stated by the following Propositions 1 and 2. This soundness 
property is mentioned, but not proved, in the original work by 
Reif and Smolka [21]. 
Lemma A: If g-a-g’ is a transition in G and SI, . . . , s, 
are states considered possibly reachable by Algorithm A, 
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then action a and states si, . . . , sk are considered possibly 
reachable by the algorithm. 
Proof: Suppose g is a state in G and SI, . . ' , .sk are states 
considered possibly reachable. Action a is considered possibly 
reachable by Rule 2 )  in Algorithm A. By Rule 3) in the 
algorithm, si > . . . , s; are also considered possibly reachable. 
Hence, states si, . . . , sk are considered possibly reachable. 0 
If g is a state in G, then states SI,. . . . sr1 
are considered possibly reachable by Algorithm A. 
Let 90 be the initial state of G. By Rule I )  in 
Algorithm A, all initial states of the constituent LTS's giving 
rise to go are considered possibly reachable. If g is a state in 
G, it is either equal to go or reachable by a path of transitions 
starting from go. Applying Lemma A repeatedly for each 
transition in the path, it can be shown that the states SI, . . . , s, 
0 
If g-a-g' is a transition in G, then a is 
considered possibly reachable by Algorithm A. 
Since g is a state in G, s l , " . , s n  are.states 




are considered possibly reachable by the algorithm. 
Proposition 2: 
Proof: 
Lemma A, a is also considered possibly reachable. 
D. Implementation and Complexity 
In Algorithm A, Rule 2) need examine only those transitions 
5-a -+ s' that have not satisfied the rule. This is because 
reexamination of a transition 3-a -+ s' in Rule 2)  cannot 
yield more possibly reachable actions. For the same reason, 
Rule 3) need examine only those transitions g - ~ + s '  that have 
not been previously examined. Application of Rule 2) may 
produce more possibly reachable actions and hence some new 
transitions that have not been examined by Rule 3). Similarly, 
application of Rule 3) may produce more possibly reachable 
states and hence some new transitions that have not satisfied 
Rule 2). The algorithm terminates when Rules 2) and 3)  have 
no further new transitions to examine. 
To analyze the complexity of Algorithm A, let us denote 
Act, State and Trn as the set of actions, states, and transitions, 
respectively, in the concurrent system, and let us denote IS1 
as the number of elements in a set S .  The computational 
effort of Rules 2) and 3) are constant for a given transition. 
Since Rules 2)  and 3) consider at most lTml transitions, their 
complexity is O( ITrnl). The computational effort for Rule ( I )  
is O( lAct( + (Statel). As a result, the total complexity of the 
algorithm is O(IAct1 + IStatel + (Trnl), that is, linear to the 
system size. In reality, the complexity is generally dominated 
by O(lTrnl), because (Trnl is usually larger than both (Act( 
and IStatel. 
IV. ALGORITHM B 
IMPROVED ATAFLOW ANALYSIS ALGORITHM 
Algorithm A does not explicitly construct each possible 
trace according to the dynamics of the constituent LTS 's. 
It may therefore accept some spurious traces that cannot be 
exhibited by the LTS in the concurrent system being analyzed. 
This leads to an inaccurate analysis such that a number of 
genuinely unreachable states or actions may not be exposed by 
the algorithm. This inaccuracy can be reduced by decreasing 
Machine - 




System Z2--;1 coffee machine and a greedy user. Fig. 6.  
the number of spurious traces. A trace must be spurious if the 
partial orders among the occurrences of actions in the trace 
are not preserved. In this section, we describe two techniques: 
action dependency and history sets. The former defines a 
subset of partial orders that can be captured efficiently. The 
latter enables traces violating the partial orders captured to be 
identified at a low computational cost. Incorporation of these 
two techniques improves the accuracy of Algorithm A. 
A .  An Illustrative Example 
In Section IV, the coffee machine is used by a user, Uset-2, 
who misunderstands the procedure of using the coffee machine 
(Fig. 6(b)). The system 2 2  is described in Fig. 6 such that we 
have the following: 
2 2  = Machine I( User2 
System Z2 contains a synchronization anomaly where: 
states 7112, m3 of Machine and u2 of User2 are unreach- 
able, and 
actions sugar, milk and coffee are unreachable. 
However, this synchronization anomaly cannot be detected 
by Algorithm A. In the following, we describe two techniques 
that are used to improve Algorithm A. The improved version 
is labeled as Algorithm B, which can effectively detect the 
synchronization anomaly in system Zz. 
B.  Principle of Action Dependency 
A depend relation2 is defined to govem the order relating 
the first occurrences of two actions. An action b depends on a, 
written bAa if and only if b can never be executed unless a has 
been executed in the system; in other words, an occurrence of 
a is a necessary condition for the first occurrence of 6.  Note 
that by definition, the action b also depends on a, even if b is 
an unreachable action in the.system. For example, in Fig. 6(a), 
action sugar depends on coins, written sugarAcoins, because 
sugar can never be executed unless coins has been executed in 
system Z2. Further, sugar is an unreachable action in system 
2,. There are two properties of the depend relation. 
1) The depend relation is transitive so that 
for any three actions u >  b, and c, (aAbAbAc) implies 
For example, in Fig. 6(a), milkasugar and 
aAc. 
sugarAcoins implies mi1kAcoin.Y. 
2The depend relation can be considered a subset of the causality relation 
proposed by Nielson et al. [ 161. The causality relation captures the partial 
ordering between any two events in a concurrent system. An event r l  causes 
e2 if r2 cannot happen before r l .  In the depend relation, only the partial 
ordering between the events corresponding to the first occurrences of each 
action is considered. 
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Consider User2 in system 22. The alphabet of 
User:!= {coins, sugar, milk, coffee}. Also, {A,,f,,, = 
coins. sugar. inilk ). Hence, we have the following relation: 
alisei-2 n Acoffee = {coins, sugar, milk}. 
Machine User2 
colnS coffee I 1 sugar 
- Removed Transition 
System Zi: Zz with a removal of transitions labeled by coins Fig. 7. 
2 )  A symmetrical depend relation between two actions 
for any two actions a and 7pb, (aAb A b a a )  implies 
Derivation of Action Dependency: Depend relations can be 
readily determined from the unreachable actions detected by 
Algorithm A. Let us denote U A ,  as the set of unreachable 
actions identified by Algorithm A for a system where all 
transitions labeled with an action a are removed. Note that 
action a is not a member of UA, .  Proposition 3 below 
states the relation between the depend relation and the set 
of unreachable actions identified by using Algorithm A. 
Proposition 3: Suppose a and b are two actions in a con- 
current system. Then b E U A ,  + bAu. 
Proof: The assertion b E U A ,  implies that b can 
never be executed, unless there has been some execution 
of a. Hence, b depends on a. Since Algorithm A does not 
provide an exclusive set of unreachable actions in a system, 
the assertion does not constitute a necessary condition for the 
For instance, to evaluate UACOLYLS, we construct a system 
2; (Fig. 7) based on Z2 (Fig. 6), where all transitions labeled 
with action coins are removed. Using Algorithm A, actions 
sugar, milk, and coffee are detected unreachable in Z;. Thus, 
UACOZllS ={sugar, milk, coffee}. So, by proposition 3, it can 
be concluded that the first occurrence of coins is a necessary 
condition for the first occurrence of sugar, milk, and coffee. 
Therefore, we can conclude that sugarAcoins, milkAcoins and 
coffeeAcoins. Note that this conclusion holds even if sugar, 
milk, or coffee is not reachable at all. 
Dependency Set: The dependency set A, of an action a is 
the set of actions on which a depends. The dependency set of 
an action u can be worked out by using the following formula: 
implies a synchronization anomaly; i.e., 
both a and b are unreachable. 
depend relation. 0 
for any action b, b E A, w a E UAI, .  
The principle of detecting spurious traces is highlighted by 
Lemma B and Proposition 4. 
Lemma B:  Suppose U and b are two actions in the alphabet 
of an LTS T such that baa.  A trace of T is spurious if it 
contains an occurrence of b without any preceding a. 
Proof: If the trace is legal, then it is possible to execute 
b before 0. This implies -&la, which contradicts the fact that 
bAa. 0 
Proposition 4: Suppose a is an action in a trace of an LTS 
T .  The trace is spurious if there is an action belonging to 
NT n A,, but not preceding the first occurrence of CL in the 
trace. 
0 Proof: A direct application of Lemma B. 
According to Proposition 4, the following two traces of User2 
are spurious. 
(sugar. coffee}, because coins belongs to nUser2 n 
Acoffee; but it does not occur before coffee in the trace. 
(coins,milk,coffee), because sugar belongs to aUser2 n 
Acoffee; but it does not occur before coffee in the trace. 
C. Propagation of History Sets 
Although it is possible to elaborate explicitly all traces 
and check for dependency violation using Proposition 4, this 
approach is unattractive in terms of computational costs. The 
number of traces needed to examine an LTS can increase 
geometrically with the size of that LTS. 
Trace Representations: The computational effort is sub- 
stantially reduced if multiple traces are lumped together to 
share the same trace representation. A trace representation 
has the form F a ,  where F is a set of actions that may 
precede the action a. For example, a trace representation 
[coins, milk). coffee represents traces (coffee), (coins, coffee), 
(milk, coffee), (coins, milk, coffee), (milk, coins, coffee), 
(milk, milk, coffee), and so forth. 
In Algorithm B, traces are collectively elaborated by means 
of representations. A representation F.u of an LTS T is 
spurious if F does not contain all of the actions in (aT n 
A,). For instance, the representation {coins, milk).coffee is 
spurious, because coffee depends on an action, sugar, that 
does not appear in {coins, milk). It is clear that a spurious 
representation implies that all traces represented are also 
spurious. Proposition 5 asserts that there is no need to consider 
a trace representation F a ,  unless (aT n A,) C F .  
Proposition 5: Suppose F is a set of actions, and a is an 
action such that actions in F and U belong to the same alphabet 
of an LTS T.  All traces represented by the trace representation 
F a  are spurious if ~ ( ( 0  n A,) C F ) .  
Proofi If l ( ( n T  n A,) C F), then, for each trace 
represented by F.a, there must be some action that belongs 
to (YT n A,, but does not occur in the trace. Hence, all traces 
represented by F.u are spuriqus, according to Proposition 4 .0  
History Set Propagation artd Trace Elaboration: A state may 
be reachable by a number of traces. Actions in those traces are 
stored in the history set of the state. Every state s in an LTS 
has a single history set that is denoted as W,. A history set 
H ,  is a set containing the actions in those traces that may lead 
to state s in the corresponding LTS. For instance, in system 
2 2 .  HmO and HUo =@; H,I and H-1 ={coins}. History sets 
are initially empty at the start of the algorithm and grow with 
the elaboration of potential trace representations. 
Let 3-g .+ s’ be a transition to be examined in an LTS T ,  
and let A, be the dependency set of a. Suppose s and a are 
both possibly reachable. By Proposition 5 and the definition 
of history sets, s’ is possibly reachable by those traces with a 
representation H,.a only if (aT n A,) is a subset of If,. Thus, 
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H,.a need be elaborated only if (aT n A,) is a subset of H,. 
When we elaborate the representation H,.a, the history set H,I 
must contain all the actions in H,.a. This can be achieved by 
making H,, to be a subset of ( H ,  U { U } ) .  
For instance, consider the elaboration of a representation 
H,o.coins in the transition mO-coins-+ml (Fig. 5). Both mO 
and coins are possibly reachable. The set (aMachinen A,,;,,) 
is a subset of Hmo, because Acozns is an empty set. Hence, 
a trace representation H,o.coins is elaborated. Suppose both 
sets H,o and Hml are empty before the elaboration. Then, 
after the elaboration, H,1 becomes (Hml U HmO U {coins}), 
i.e., {coins}. 
As mentioned, the trace representation H ,  .a is not elabo- 
rated in the transition s-g-+s' if (aT n A,) is not a subset 
of H,. This is because those traces represented by H,.a are 
spurious according to Proposition 5. Those spurious traces 
should not be admitted in the dataflow analysis. Omission of 
these spurious traces leads to a more accurate analysis of the 
unreachability of states and actions. 
History sets are initially empty at the start of the analysis. 
The sets increase as more and more traces are elaborated. 
Trace elaboration terminates when the history sets cease to 
grow. History sets are finite in size, because they can only 
contain actions in the alphabets of the associated LTS's. The 
termination of trace elaboration is thus guaranteed. 
D.  Description of Algorithm B 
four rules. Let T denote the LTS that contains state s. 
1) Initial states are possibly reachable. All actions, transitions, 
and noninitial states in LTS's are initially unreachable. 
History sets are initially empty. Work out the dependency 
set for each action in the system.Reachability Assertion: 
2) An action a is possibly reachable if, for each LTS T having 
a in its alphabet aT, it contains a transition ~-u-+s' such 
that (aT n A,) C H,. 
3) For a transition s - p s ' ,  s' is possibly reachable if(& n 
A,) G H,. 




if (aT n A,) C H,. 
4) For a transition ~-g-+s', H,! becomes (H,! U H ,  U {U}) 
In system Z z ,  only states mO and u0 are initially considered 
possibly reachable, and all history sets are initially empty. The 
following dependency sets can be obtained by using Algorithm 
A and Proposition 3. 
. 
A c o i n ,  = {}-  
Asugar = {coins}. 
\ -  
coffee sugar \ LoinJ coffee sugar 
11 




System Zz with history sets, unreachable states, and unreachable 
Fig. 9. 
in a global LTS G. 
An execution path E = ( n 1 . a 2  . . .  or,,) and a transition g--rr+g' 
- u0-coins-uul in User2 such that (a  User2 n Acoin,) G 
According to Rule (3), states ml  and ul are considered 
possibly reachable. According to Rule (4), Hml is enlarged 
from 0 to {coins}, and so is H,1 in Fig. 8. The algorithm 
terminates at this point because no further states or actions 
are considered possibly reachable according to the rules, and 
because the history sets remain stable. 
Hue . 
E .  Correctness Property 
Like Algorithm A, Algorithm B offers conservative analysis 
of unreachability of states and actions. This property is stated 
in Propositions 6 and 7 below, assuming the notations given 
in Section 111-C. To facilitate the proofs for Propositions 6 and 
7, let us introduce Lemmas C and D and define the following 
variables: 
go as the initial state of G; 
E = (al.a2-..a,) as an execution path (see Fig. 9) 
leading G from go to g such that we have: 
go-ai-+gi, gi -a2--'g2, . . . , gm-i-am-+gm, and 
Sm =.Y;  
I ( E ) I  as the set {ai,... ,a,}, the set of actions in exe- 
Define a set !Jl such that g E 8 iff there exists an execution 
cution path E. 
path E leading G from go to g and 
(I(.)I n aT;) c I 5 .). 
Amilk = {coins, sugar}. 
Acoffee = {coins, sugar, milk}. 
Lemma C :  Given a transition g-a-+g' in G, if the states 
SI, . . . , sn are considered possibly reachable and g E !Jl, then: 
1) a is considered possibly reachable by Algorithm B, 
2) the states si, . . . , -9: are considered possibly reachable 
Action coins is considered possibly reachable because there 
exists the following. 
@-coins-+ m l  in Machine such that (ahfachine n by Algorithm B, and 
Acoin,)  c Hmo. 3) g' E R. 
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Proofi If g E 92, then there exists an execution path E 
and (I(&)I n aT,) C Hst, 1 5 i 5 n. 
Satisfaction of(a): Since action a can never occur unless all 
actions belonging to A, have occurred, all actions belonging 
to A, must also belong to I ( E ) ~ .  Hence, (A,ndr..) & H,$, 1 5 
i 5 7 ~ .  By Rule ( 2 ) ,  a is considered possibly reachable. 
Satisfaction of (h): Satisfaction of (a) and (A, n aTi) 
H,, , 1 5 i 5 71 implies that the states s;, . . ‘ : sh are also 
considered possibly reachable using Rule (iii) in Algorithm B. 
Satisfaction of (c):  By Rule (4) and g E R, (( 1 ( E )  I U {U}) n 
aTi) H,: , 1 5 i 5 n. Hence, there exists an execution path 
E’ = (al.a2...a,.a) and (I(&)( n a z )  C H,;:l 5 i 5 7 ~ .  
Therefore, g’ E R. 0 
Lemma D: 
1) the states SI, . . . , s, are considered possibly reachable 
If g is a state in G, then: 
by Algorithm B, and 
2) g E 8. 
Proof: Let go be the initial state of G. By Rule (1) in 
Algorithm B, all initial states of the constituent LTS’s giving 
rise to go are considered possibly reachable. There exists an 
execution path E = () that makes go E 92. If g is a state in 
G, it is either equal to go or possibly reachable by a path of 
transitions starting from go. Applying Lemma C repeatedly 
for each transition in the path, it can be shown that the 
states SI, . . . , s, must be considered possibly reachable by 
0 
Proposition 6: If g is a state in G, then SI,. . . , s, are 
the algorithm and g E R. 
considered possibly reachable by Algorithm B. 
Proof: By Lemma D. 0 
Proposition 7: If g-a + 9’ is a transition in G, then a is 
considered possibly reachable by Algorithm B. 
Proof: Since g is a state in G, by Lemma D, the states 
S I ,  . . . ! s ,  are considered possibly reachable, and gER. Hence, 
by Lemma C, a is also considered possibly reachable. 0 
Algorithm B imposes a stricter precondition than Algorithm 
A for asserting an action to be possibly reachable (compare 
Rule (2) in Algorithms B and A). Hence, actions that are con- 
sidered possibly reachable in Algorithm B are also considered 
possibly reachable in Algorithm A, but not vice versa. In other 
words, the set of unreachable actions and states detected by 
Algorithm B is a superset of that detected by Algorithm A. 
As a result, Algorithm B offers a more accurate analysis than 
Algorithm A. 
The improvement in accuracy is achieved by using the rule 
of action dependency and history sets. If the information of 
action dependency is ignored, the dependency set A, of any 
action n becomes empty. Rules (2) and (3) is the same in 
both Algorithms A and B. As a result, Algorithm B reduces 
to Algorithm A. 
F .  Implementation and Complexity 
In Algorithm B, Rule (2) examines only those tuples 
(2-a -+ s‘ ,Hs)  that have not satisfied the rule. This is 
because Rule (2) does not yield a new reachable action, 
unless it examines a new tuple (5-a ---f s’,H,). Similarly, 
Rule (3) need examine only those (2-a + s’,H,) that 
have not been previously examined. Rule (4) does not 
modify a history set If,#, unless it examines a new tuple 
(5-a + d ,  H,). The algorithm terminates when there is no 
new tuple (s-a -+ s‘.H,) to be examined by Rules (2), (3) ,  
and (4). 
To analyze the time complexity, let us denote Act, State, 
and Trn as the total set of actions, states, and transitions, 
respectively, in the concurrent system, and (SI as the number 
of elements in a set S .  The complexity of Rule (1) is dominated 
by the effort to compute dependency sets. The computation 
for the dependency set of each action requires a complexity 
O((Act( + (State( + ITrnl) as given in Section 111-D. Since we 
need to compute IActl dependency sets, the complexity of Rule 
(1) is O(IActl(lActl + Istatel + ITrnI)). 
For a state s in an LTS T,, H ,  can at most assume IAct,I 
values. Therefore, the number of values that can be taken 
by any H ,  is less than IActl. Hence, the maximum number 
of tuples ( s - - m ’ , H , )  that need be examined by Rule (2) 
is bounded by lTrn( x IActl. Since the computational effort 
to examine a given tuple (s-a+s’,H,) is constant, the 
computational complexity of Rule (2) is thus O( lActlITrnl). 
Similarly, the computational complexities of Rules (3) and (4) 
is O(IActlITrnl). 
As a result, the total complexity of Algorithm B is domi- 
nated by Rule ( I ) ,  which is O(IActl(lActl + lStarel + ITrnl)). 
In reality, the number of distinct actions /Act1 is usually 
much less than the number of transitions ITrnl in a system. 
The computational effort of the algorithm thus generally 
lies between a linear O(lTrn1) and a quadratic complexity 
O( ITrnI’) of the system size. An implementation of Algorithm 
B can be found in the Appendix. 
The space complexity of the algorithm is a summation 
of the storage requirements to hold the specified LTS’s, the 
dependency sets, and the history sets. The space for storing 
the specified LTS’s is proportional to [Statel + \Act\ + (Trnl. 
Since there is a dependency set for each action, and since each 
dependency set at most contains \Act\-1 actions, the space for 
storing all dependency sets is proportional to PIAct12. Since 
there is a history set for each state in the system, and since 
each history set contains at most IActl actions, the space for 
storing all history sets is proportional to ]State( x IActl. Hence, 
the space complexity of the algorithm is as follows: 
O((Stute1 + JActl + ITrhl + IAct12 + lSrateIIActl), 
which can be further simplified to O(ITrn1 + IAcrl(lActl + 
\Statel)). To minimize the storage for the dependency sets 
and history sets, each element in the sets can be stored as 
a memory bit. For instance, for a system consisting of 64 
actions and 64 processes for which each of them contains 64 
states, it requires 512 bytes to store all dependency sets and 
32 kilobytes to store all history sets. 
V. A FAULTY PUMP CONTROL SYSTEM 
As an example of this flow analysis technique, we present a 
simplified pump control application in a mining environment 
[lo], and demonstrate how specification errors can be readily 
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To surface 
Sump water level sensors 
Fig. 10. Control of a main pump for mine drainage. 
@ 
alarm t I  stop 
Controller 
Fig. 11 .  LTS of the pump controller. 
detected by using algorithm B. Fig. 10 shows the schematic of 
a simplified pump installation. It is used to pump mine water, 
collected in a sump at the shaft bottom, to the surface. The 
pump runs automatically and is controlled by the high- and 
low-water-level detectors. Detection of a high level causes the 
pump to run until a low level is indicated. The pump is situated 
underground in a coal mine, so, for safety reasons, it must not 
be started or be allowed to continue running when the level 
of methane in the atmosphere exceeds a preset safety limit. 
The pump controller gets information on the methane level by 
communicating with a nearby environment monitoring station. 
Behavior Specifications: The pump control system, Pump, 
consists of four sequential processes: pump controller, envi- 
ronment monitoring station, water level detector, and pump 
engine. The behavior of each process is specified as an LTS. 
Pump = (Controller 11 Monitor 1 1  Detector 11 Engine) 
Fig. 11 is an LTS describing the behavior of a pump 
controller. When the pump controller detects a high water level 
(action high), it checks the methane level (action methane) 
with the environment monitoring station. If the methane is 
at a safe level (action safe), it starts (action start) the pump 
engine; otherwise, when it is informed that the methane level 
is dangerous (action danger), it does nothing. 
On request to check the methane level (action methane) 
from the pump controller, the environment monitoring station 
(3- 4 n sense 
danger\ 1 measure 
0 
Fig. 12. LTS of the environment monitoring station. 
Detector- o+o- Engine -4 
Fig. 13. 
start 
LTS of the water level detector (left) and pump engine (right). 
in Fig. 12 performs a measurement of the methane level (action 
measure) and replies whether the level is safe (action safe) or 
dangerous (action danger). The station also periodically checks 
the methane level and gives a waming (action alarm) if the 
methane level is at an alarming level. 
The water-level detector in Fig. 13 notifies the pump con- 
troller if the water level is low (action low) or high (action 
high). The pump engine in Fig. 13 accepts the command to 
start (action start) or stop (action stop) the engine. 
Dataflow Analysis: There is no synchronization error de- 
tected by Algorithm A; all states and actions are reported 
reachable. However, when the pump control system is an- 
alyzed by Algorithm B, actions and states are reported un- 
reachable, as shown in Fig. 14. 
The synchronization errors occur because of the mismatch 
between the initial condition assumed by Detector and that 
assumed by Engine. From the behavior of Detector, the action 
low has to be executed before high. Whenever low has been 
executed by the Controller, stop must be executed before any 
further occurrences of high. As a result, stop has to be executed 
before high. According to the behavior of Controller, this 
implies that stop has to be executed before start, because high 
has to be executed before start. The implication obviously 
contradicts the behavior of Engine, which requires start to be 
executed before stop. The contradiction leads to the synchro- 
nization errors shown in Fig. 14. These errors can be corrected 
by swapping actions low and high in Detector. 
VI. A PROBLEMATIC DISTRIBUTED PROGRAM 
Consider a system S with three sequential processes P, Q, 
and R given in Fig. 15 such that we have the following: 
s = p I1 G? I 1  R. 
The behavior of the program in Fig. 15 can be specified as 
the LTS's in Fig. 16. Corresponding statements of transitions 
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0 
4 :  
_ _ _ _ _  - unreachable action unreachable state 
Fig. 14. Unreachable states and actions detected by Algor i thm B. 
Process P 
x, y: variables 




read xfrom file1 
send x to channel a 
receive yfrom channel d 
send f l y  10 channel c 
Process 0 
x, y variables 
q1 loop 
q2 read xfmm file2 
q3 send xto channel b 
$ 
q6 endloop 
receive yfrom channel e 












x, y variables 
y = o  
loop 
receive xfrom channel a 
y = func(x, yj 
Hy>Othen 
receive y from channel b 
01.59 
send x to channel e 
receive yfrom channel c 
end loop 
Fig. 15. An erroneous distributed program. 
Fig. 16. LTS's of processes in Fig. 15. 
c ,  
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . . .  
. . . - - - . unreachable action e unreachable state 
Fig. 17. Unreachable states and actions in system S. 
are bracketed. Conditional statements in the original program 
are modeled as nondeterministic choices in the LTS's. 
No synchronization error is detected by the preliminary 
dataflow analysis algorithm (Algorithm A). However, using 
the dataflow analysis algorithm (Algorithm B), it detects the 
unreachable states and actions as shown in Fig. 17. 
From the behavior of Q, action b has to be executed before e. 
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Algorithm A Algorithm B Trad. Reach. Analysis 
0.2 0.2 0.7 
0.4 0.5 150 
0.7 1 . 1  > 1,Ooo 
1.7 2.8 > 1,Ooo 
TABLE I 








Algorithm A Algorithm B Trad. Reach. Analysis 
0.2 0.3 0.7 
0.4 0.6 33 
0.9 1.4 > 1,Ooo 
1.7 3.7 > 1,Ooo 
2.6 7.3 > 1,Ooo 
TABLE I1 
COMPUTATIONAL TIME FOR CLIENTS-SERVER XAMPLE 
(in s) 
before e, because an occurrence of b is followed immediately 
by an occurrence of c. This again implies, from the behavior 
of Q ,  that c has to be executed before d, because e has to be 
executed before d. The implication contradicts the behavior of 
P, which requires d to be executed before c. 
VII. PERFORMANCE OF THE PROTOTYPE 
The tractability of the dataflow analysis algorithm (Algo- 
rithm B) is confirmed by a prototype implemented on a Sun 
workstation. A description of the implementation is given in 
the appendix. The prototype was used to identify nontrivial 
design errors in the preliminary design of a distributed track 
control system [6] within 0.3 s on a Sun Sparc IPX workstation 
[4]. An exhaustive analysis of the distributed track control 
system takes more than 2,400 seconds using a conventional 
compositional reachability analysis technique. In this case, 
both analyses revealed the same set of unreachable actions. 
We have also compared the performance of Algorithm 
A, Algorithm B, and a traditional exhaustive reachability 
analysis technique [26] using a dining philosopher and a client- 
server e ~ a m p l e . ~  The figures in Tables I and I1 represent the 
computational time (in seconds) taken by a Sun Sparc IPX 
workstation. 
VIII. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE WORK 
An approximate dataflow analysis algorithm (Algorithm 
B) was proposed as a tractable analysis technique for dis- 
3 A  description of the client-server example can be found in [2]. 
tributed systems. The algorithm detects unreachable states 
and actions in the synchronization structures of a system. To 
avoid overwhelming software developers with spurious error 
reports, the technique identifies a subset rather than a superset 
of unreachable states and actions. Unreachable actions that 
cannot be identified by the technique can be uncovered by 
using the complementary compositional analysis technique of 
state enumeration [2]. The approximate dataflow analysis is 
advocated as a technique that one would employ to acquire an 
initial analysis of a concurrent system before submitting it to 
a more sophisticated, but computationally expensive, analysis 
technique. 
The dataflow algorithm described is capable of analyzing 
concurrent systems with arbitrary loops and nondeterministic 
structures. It improves the accuracy of that in Reif and Smolka 
[21] by reducing the number of spurious traces using the 
concepts of action dependency and history sets. It detects a 
superset of the unreachable states and actions that are identified 
by using Reif’s algorithm. Anomalies are detected in the 
complexity O(IActl( IActl+IStutel+ ITrnI)), where lActl, IStute( 
and (TmJ are the total number of actions, states, and transitions, 
respectively, in the analyzed distributed system. Since the 
technique requires only a small amount of computational 
resources, it is suitable for use as an interactive behavior 
checker in software development tools. The technique is also 
useful in those situations when distributed systems are too 
complex for exhaustive analysis techniques. 
The accuracy of the dataflow analysis algorithm can be 
further improved. For example, let us consider the following 
situation that the coffee machine is used by a user, User3, who 
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Machine -*@ U s e r 3 7 2 - Q :  coffee coins 
coffee 1 1 sugar 
@*@ 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 18. System Z3: A coffee machine and a funny user. 
Fig. 19. A simple concurrent system. 
Fig. 20. A relabeled concurrent system. 
thinks that there is an extra charge for sugar in Fig. 18. 
2 3  = Machine 1 1  Usera. 
System 2 3  contains a synchronization anomaly where the 
States m3 of Machine and u2 of User2 are unreachable. 
Actions milk and coffee are unreachable. 
However, this synchronization anomaly cannot be detected 
by the dataflow analysis algorithm described. We could ex- 
tend the algorithm with the concept of rereachability, which 
differentiates whether an action may be executed only once 
or a multiple number of times. A preliminary version of the 
extended algorithm can be found in [ 3 ] .  
A limitation of the dataflow analysis described is that its 
granularity may not be sufficiently fine to distinguish which 
transitions are unreachable. This happens when more than one 
transition is labeled by the same action in an LTS. For example, 
let us consider a system of two LTS's in Fig. 19. LTS U 
contains more than one transition labeled with the action b. 
The approximate dataflow analysis algorithm will report that 
there are no unreachable actions in the system. However, in 
some situations, analysis of finer granularity may be desired. 
For example, it is useful to report that the transition u3-b + u l  
is unreachable. To do this, we need to reduce the granularity 
of the analysis by relabeling the transitions and inserting 
nondeterministic structures appropriately, as shown in Fig. 20, 
such that each transition in an LTS is labeled by a unique 
action. 
The approximate dataflow analysis algorithm will report 
that the system in Fig. 20 contains an unreachable action 62.  
However, this will increase the complexity of the algorithm to 
O( (TrnI3), where lTrnl denotes the total number of transitions 
in a concurrent system. 
following conditions exist: 
To further explore the potential of the dataflow analysis 
technique, we plan to gain more experience and results on 
further case studies. We also plan to implement better support 
tools on workstations and incorporate this form of analysis 
support into the System Architect's Assistant [9], an environ- 
ment for the design and construction of distributed systems. 
We are refining the concept of action dependency to capture 
more information conceming the execution orders among ac- 
tions. The integration of approximate and exhaustive analyses 
presents a particularly promising approach for effective analy- 
sis of large-scale distributed systems [4]. We are also interested 
in investigating extension of the dataflow analysis technique 
to handle data values [I I ]  and dynamic communication [21 J ,  
where communication structure is dynamic and channels may 
be passed as arguments. 
APPENDIX 
IMPLEMENTATION DF ALGORITHM B 
In this appendix, we present the pseudocodes for the imple- 
mentation of the dataflow analysis algorithm (Algorithm B). In 
the following, let 2 be the concurrent system to be analyzed, 
and let A be the data structure containing the dependency 
set A, of all actions a in the system 2. Initially, A is 
empty, because no dependency set has been evaluated, and the 
dependency set A, of all actions a is empty. The set TrnBlk(a) 
contains transitions s-a -+ s', which cannot be executed, 
because the sufficient condition for a to be possibly reachable 
has not yet been established. The set ProcSet(a) contains LTS's 
that have not yet contained a transition 2-a -+ s' such that 
(aT n A,) H,. In addition, let us define the following 
variables. 
T = ( S ,  A ,  +, so) as the LTS that contains the transition 
s - a - +  s'. 
Set2 and Set3 &4 are the sets containing transitions to be 
examined by Rules (2) and Rules (3) and (4), respectively, 
in the dataflow analysis algorithm. 
- a and 3 as a possibly reachable action and state, respec- 
tively. 
The dataflow analysis algorithm can be implemented using 
the following six modules: applyl ,  apply2, apply3&4, check, 
depend, and analysis. The dataflow analysis is executed by 
running the procedure analysis. 
procedure applyl (2) .
mark every state s and action a in 2 to be 
unreachable 
set all history set H,s to empty 
for each initial state s in 2 do 
mark s to be possibly reachable 
Vu E A,  s' E S add s - a j s '  to Set2 
end for each 
end applyl 
procedure apply2( s-a + s', A, 2)  
if ( (aT n A,) 2 H,) then 
if( U is possibly reachable) then 
add .s-a+s' to Set3 6 4  
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else 
add s-a+s’ to TrnBlk(a) 
remove T from ProcSet(a) 
if (PuocSet(a) = 0)then 
assert U to be possibly reachable 
move all transitions from 





procedure apply3 &4(s-a + s‘, A, 2)  
if( s’  is unreachable ) or( A # 0 and 
assert s’ to be possibly reachable 
M , s ” ,  and s’-b -+ s” to Set2 
- ( ( H s  U { a } )  c H s t ) )  then 
H d  +- HS, U ( H s  U { a } )  
end if 
end apply3&4 
procedure check( 2. A) 
initialize Set2 and Set3&4 to empty 
initialse TrnBlk(u) for all actions a to empty 
apply 1 ( Z )  
loop 
while Set2 # 0 do 
remove a transition .s-a+s’ from 
Set2 
upply2(s-a--t.s’, A, 2) 
end while 
while Set3&4 # 0 do 
remove a transition s-u-+s’ from Set3 & 4 
end while 
~pply3&4(~-0,+~’, A. 2) 
until (Set 2 = 0) 
end check 
procedure depend (2) 
for each action a do 
prepare a new system 2’ from 2 by 
removing all transitions involving a check 
(Z’, v1) 
for each unreachable action b identified in 
procedure check(Z’, 0) do 
insert n into Ab 
return (A) 
end depend 
procedure analysis (2) 
initialize ProcSet ( a )  for all actions c i  in 2 
A +- depend (2) 
check (2, A) 
end analysis 
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